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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory
We present a brief review of the current understanding of neutrino flavor mixing and masses, followed by a
discussion of the current and future experimental programs in neutrinoless double-beta decay, direct neutrino
mass measurements, indirect neutrino mass determination from cosmology, solar neutrinos and other probes.
We emphasize how these programs will improve our understanding of neutrino masses and flavor mixing.
1. Introduction
There now exists compelling experimental evidence
that propagating neutrinos undergo flavor oscillations.
This can be ascribed to the difference between the
mass and flavor eigenstates of neutrinos. If we as-
sume the existence of three neutrino flavors, then the
relationship between flavor and mass eigenstates is
given by the so-called neutrino or Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix that is sim-
ilar to the CKM matrix of the quark sector. Like
quarks, the existence of more than two flavors of
neutrinos allow CP -violation in neutrino interactions,
quantified by adding a complex phase to the PMNS
matrix. CP -violation in neutrino interactions has not
been observed, but could have significant implications
in particle physics and cosmology if it is finite. The
PMNS matrix can be parameterized as:
UPMNS =
 1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23
 c13 0 eiδs130 1 0
−eiδs13 0 c13
× c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1
 eiα1 0 00 eiα2 0
0 0 1

(1)
where sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij are the mixing an-
gles and δ is the CP -violating phase. If neutrinos are
Majorana (see §2) then two additional CP -violating
phases, the so-called Majorana phases α1 and α2, are
allowed. The current experimental values of these pa-
rameters are given in Table I. All these measurements
are from oscillation experiments that were insensitive
to CP -violating effects. The mass (ν1, ν2, ν3) and fla-
vor (νe, νµ, ντ ) eigenstates are now related by: νeνµ
ντ
 = UPMNS
 ν1ν2
ν3
 (2)
The rates of oscillations determine the absolute
mass-squared differences between the mass eigen-
states, typically reported as ∆m2ij = m
2
i − m2j ,
where mi is the mass of the ith neutrino mass eigen-
state. Current values are reported in Table I. The
absolute mass scale of neutrinos is much less cer-
tain and three different mass hierarchies are possible.
They are quasi-degenerate (m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3), normal
(m1 ≈ m2 << m3), or inverted (m3 << m1 ≈ m2).
It is the task of future experiments to determine the
mass hierarchy of the neutrinos.
Table I Current knowledge of the neutrino mixing param-
eters of the PMNS matrix from [1]. Also shown are the
methods or experiments used to measure these quantities.
Parameter Value Experiment or
Method
sin2(2θ12) 0.86
+0.03
−0.04 Solar and KamLAND
sin2(2θ23) > 0.92 Atmospheric
sin2(2θ13) < 0.19 Reactor (CHOOZ)
|∆m232| 1.9− 3.0× 10−3 eV2 Super-K and MINOS
|∆m221| 8.0± 0.3× 10−5 eV2 Solar and KamLAND
δ unknown Possibly future
long-baseline
α1, α2 unknown Possibly
double-beta decay
Some of the experimental methods listed in Table I
require non-accelerator based techniques. These tech-
niques and the range of future efforts are the subject
of this paper and are described in subsequent sections.
2. Neutrinoless Double-beta Decay and
Neutrino Mass
Because neutrinos are electrically neutral, the only
quantum number that can distinguish between neutri-
nos (ν) and anti-neutrinos (ν¯) is lepton flavor number.
However, there is no fundamental reason this quan-
tity should be conserved, even in the standard model,
and there are many extensions to the standard model
that require that it be violated. In this case the dis-
tinction between ν and ν¯ is unclear and it becomes
possible that the ν can be its own anti-particle or a
so-called Majorana fermion. Majorana fermions were
first postulated by Ettore Majorana as solutions to
the Dirac equation in 1937 [2]. They are different
from the more familiar Dirac fermions solutions that
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have distinct anti-particle states. Surprisingly, the ex-
perimental data is consistent with both Majorana and
Dirac neutrinos and the determination of the nature
of the neutrino is difficult due to the small neutrino
masses and the handedness of the weak interaction.
The observation of neutrinoless double-beta decay in
an atomic nucleus (0νββ-decay) is currently the only
practical way to show that the neutrino is Majorana.
0νββ-decay is a currently unobserved1 nuclear de-
cay where two neutrons in an atomic nucleus con-
vert into two protons and electrons with no neutri-
nos emitted. The existence of this process implies the
existence of a Majorana mass term in the neutrino
Lagrangian that mixes neutrinos and anti-neutrinos,
hence that neutrinos are Majorana fermions [4]. It is
also obviously a ∆L = 2 lepton number violating pro-
cess. A related process is two neutrino double-beta
decay where two antineutrinos are emitted as well.
This process has been observed in several nuclei, but
it is an allowed second order weak process and does
not imply that the neutrino is Majorana. Similar nu-
clear decays with no neutrino emission processes, such
as double electron capture, double positron emission,
or simultaneous electron capture and positron emis-
sion would also imply that the neutrino is Majorana.
There are experimental efforts underway to search for
these processes, but we will focus on 0νββ-decay in
this paper. Many nuclei can undergo 0νββ-decay, but
experimentalists prefer even-even nuclei that are also
stable against normal beta decay, since the beta decay
overwhelms the extremely slow 0νββ-decay rate.
Many processes beyond the standard model can me-
diate 0νββ-decay, such as supersymmetry and right-
handed currents [3]. It is likely that the dominant
process is the exchange of a massive Majorana neu-
trino between the two neutrons. In this case the mea-
sured half-life of the decay provides a measurement of
the absolute neutrino mass scale, as opposed to the
neutrino mass squared differences from oscillation ex-
periments. Specifically,
[T 0ν1/2]
−1 = G0ν(E0, Z)|〈mββ〉|2|M0ν |2 (3)
where [T 0ν1/2]
−1 is the inverse of the measured half-
life, G0ν(E0, Z)| is an exactly calculable phase space
factor, |M0ν | is the matrix element that describes the
nuclear physics and |〈mββ〉| the so-called effective Ma-
jorana electron neutrino mass. The latter term can be
expressed in terms of neutrino mixing matrix elements
and neutrino masses as:
|〈mββ〉| = |
∑
i
|Uei|2mνieiαi | (4)
1There exists a highly controversial claim of a discovery.
See [3] and references therein for a discussion of this claim.
It is clear that the measured half-life for 0νββ-decay
probes the absolute mass-scale of the neutrino. How-
ever, the nuclear matrix elements are difficult to com-
pute and prone to large uncertainties.
Experiments that search for 0νββ-decay face many
challenges. They require a significant reduction in ion-
izing radiation backgrounds, necessitating deep under-
ground sites, special materials selection and handling,
mitigation of the high cost of enriching isotopes and
advanced analysis techniques. The current generation
of experiments use tens of kilograms of isotope, en-
riched in most cases. They will probe half-lives in the
1026 to 1027 year range and neutrino mass scales down
to 100 meV. Their costs are in the ten to twenty mil-
lion dollars range. The next generation of experiments
should be operational in about 10 years and scale the
previous quantities by an order of magnitude. Many
different experimental approaches are currently used
to search for 0νββ-decay. Table 2 summarizes these
techniques and lists current experiments underway or
under development
Table II Selected current and future experiments that
search for 0νββ-decay. Also given are the experimental
techniques and isotopes used.
Experimental Experiments and
Technique Isotopes Used
Cryogenic Bolometry CUORE/Cuoricino (130Te)
Scintillation CAMEO (116Cd),
CANDLES (48Ca), EXO (136Xe),
SNO+ (150Nd), XMASS (136Xe)
Ionization COBRA (CdTe),
GERDA (76Ge),
MAJORANA (76Ge)
Time Projection MOON (100Mo), Nemo (many),
and Tracking HPGeTPC (136Xe)
3. Direct Neutrino Mass Measurements
The search of endpoint effects in the spectrum of
electrons emitted during nuclear beta decay is a well-
known technique to determine the mass of the neu-
trino [5]. Specifically, this technique measures the so-
called effective electron neutrino mass, 〈mβ〉:
〈mβ〉 =
∑
i
|Uei|2m2i (5)
Current state-of-the art techniques employ large mag-
netic spectrometers to measure the endpoint of tri-
tium beta decay that has a favorably low Q-value of
18.6 keV. The current limit from this technique is [1]:
〈mβ〉 < 2.0 eV/c2 (6)
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and is based on experiments performed at Troitsk [6]
and Mainz [7]. A next generation spectrometer, the
Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN),
is nearing completion and anticipates a five year run
starting in 2009. KATRIN hopes to measure 〈mβ〉
or improve the current limit by a factor of ten to
0.2 eV/c2 [8].
4. Indirect Limits from Cosmology
One of the predictions of the Big-Bang model is
that the universe is permeated with cosmological relic
neutrinos. These neutrinos have a thermal energy dis-
tribution at a temperature of 1.7 K and a number den-
sity of ∼ 300 cm−3. Free-streaming of these neutrinos
suppresses structure formation in the universe, lead-
ing to a variety of observable effects that can be used
to constrain the sum of the masses of the neutrinos.
The current best constraint is from [9]. These authors
combine results from observations of large scale struc-
ture, the Lyman-α forest, Supernovae Type Ia and
recent cosmic-microwave background data. Assuming
three neutrino states, their limit is:
m1 +m2 +m3 < 0.17 eV (7)
This limit is quite constraining but is dependent on
the cosmological model used by the authors. Direct
measurement of the neutrino masses is still crucial to
remove this uncertainty. They claim that they can
improve their limit by a factor of two with improved
understanding of systematics.
5. Combined Mass Limits
The techniques discussed so far probe neutrino
masses in different and complementary ways. Thes
can be compared by plotting the currently excluded
regions of lightest neutrino mass vs. effective Majo-
rana neutrino mass, as shown in Figure 1.
6. Solar Neutrinos
Solar neutrinos provided the first hint of neutrino
oscillations with the famous Davis experiment in the
Homestake mine in South Dakota. Since then sev-
eral experiments, culminating with the Sudbury Neu-
trino Observatory (SNO), have confirmed the hypoth-
esis that the paucity of electron neutrinos from the
sun in comparison to solar model calculations is due
to neutrino oscillations. These experiments also con-
strain the θ12 mixing angle by measuring the tran-
sition νe → νx. The predicted energy spectrum of
neutrinos produced in the sun are shown in figure 2.
Current measurements of θ12 rely on the 8B flux inten-
Figure 1: Plot showing neutrino mass reaches of current
and future experiments. The dark regions correspond to
allowed regions given the current uncertainties in the mix-
ing angle measurements. The lighter regions include ar-
bitrary Majorana phases as well. Filled rectangular areas
have been excluded by 0νββ-decay experiments (DBD)
and cosmological observations. The massed on the left are
estimates of the amount of isotope required by a 0νββ-
decay experiment to probe a specific mass region. Plot
courtesy of A. G. Schubert (U. of Washington) and J. De-
twiler (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory).
sity on earth that is described by the so-called Large
Mixing Angle with matter effects. The matter effects
are referred to as the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein
(MSW) effect [11, 12] and is caused by changes in the
effective masses of neutrinos due to charged current
interactions of the electron neutrinos with electrons in
matter. The MSW-effect becomes negligible at lower
energies and it is important to verify the solar models
and improve our current measurements of θ12 by mea-
suring the solar neutrino flux at lower energies. Two
experiments, KamLAND-solar and Borexino are cur-
rently operational and measuring the 7Be flux. Pro-
posed experiments on the 10 year timescale such as
LENS and CLEAN will measure the pp solar neu-
trino flux in real time. This is particularly important
for solar physics as well, since the pp process is the
dominant source of neutrinos from the sun.
7. Other Probes
Cosmic-ray neutrinos were important in verifying
neutrino oscillations and also provide the current best
limit on θ23 [13]. The next level of precision in de-
termining θ23 will come from proposed long-baseline
experiments that will also probe CP -violation in the
neutrino sector. Ultra-high energy cosmic-ray have
some capabilities to perform flavor physics, but these
are not discussed here, as they are primarily of astro-
physical interest. Coherent neutrino nuclear scatter-
ing has not been observed, but is a process that is well-
understood in the Standard Model. The recent devel-
opment of low-threshold detector technologies makes
the measurement of this process achievable. Of course,
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Figure 2: The predicted solar neutrino flux from the sun,
taken from [10]. The neutrino fluxes from continuum
sources are given in units of number cm−2s−1MeV−1 at
one astronomical unit, and the line fluxes are given in
number cm−2s−1. The authors of this proceedings have
also indicated the ranges covered by existing or previous
experiments. The ”Gd” and ”Cl” refers to radiochemistry
experiments.
any deviation observed from the Standard Model pre-
diction of this cross-section would be indicative of new
physics.
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